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Tyler Ferguson 

Northeast Firestopping Solutions 
19 Industrial Park Road Saco, Maine 04072 

Phone: (207) 391-8481 ~ Email: tylerf@nefirestop.com 
 

 
Tyler Ferguson has worked in the firestopping industry since 2012 having spent all but the first year of his 
career at Northeast Firestopping Solutions. Tyler’s current role at NFS is as  Vice President of Business  
Operations, where he is responsible for overseeing the staffing, organizing, and directing all functions of 
NFS. 
 

Tyler’s extensive background  in construction and firestopping helped to establish and grow Northeast    
Firestopping Solutions by providing increased business productivity while providing clients with exceptional 
value and peace of mind.  

 
Tyler  has been a part of the FCIA Accreditation Committee for the past 10 months. He also holds a         
firestopping industry standard FM 4991 DRI designation. In his own words:  “I find the FCIA to be a worth-
while organization to be a part of and have enjoyed my time as a member.   I understand that organizations 
like these are only truly successful when you have good volunteer participation.  My company has gained so 
much from being a part of the FCIA I fell its only right to start giving back like so many have before me to 
make it what it is today.  
 
I feel it’s the right time in my career to start focusing on issues in our industry on a global scale.  I am excited 
about the direction and growth of the firestopping industry and would like to be a part of continuing to push it 
forward for the benefit of all.  Thank you again for the opportunity to run this year!!” 

Tyler graduated from Unity College in Maine with a degree in Forestry but chose to center his work life   
closer to the ground as his family grew.   Tyler’s 3 daughters, aged 8,7, and 3 keep him very busy as the 
family enjoys an active lifestyle centering on wakeboarding and tubing in the summer to sledding and skat-
ing in the winter. 
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